
Getting the most from building data:
Virtual energy assessment technology helps commercial building operators 
understand their building’s energy performance and efficiency opportunities

Putting technologies to the test

The Smart Buildings Center’s (SBC) technology demon-
stration and validation project researched nearly 70 
technologies and selected and reviewed eight during a 
30-day deployment across 10 greater Seattle-area build-
ings. The technologies selected contained a mix of 
technical capabilities and had the ability to produce 
results within a short time period. The buildings that were 
chosen—in the multifamily, portfolio, government, and 
commercial sectors—already had results from a 
traditional audit, against which the new technology 
reports were compared.

With the growth of virtual energy assessment technologies in the market, owners of individual commercial buildings and 
small portfolios now have a set of fast and effective web-based tools that use basic building characteristics and monthly 
utility bills to help them understand how their buildings are currently using energy and, in some cases, identify actionable 
steps for saving energy and reducing costs.   

Virtual energy assessment technology allows owners and operators to quickly access and organize data, hone in on 
efficiency opportunities unique to their building, and validate the performance of efficiency projects after they are imple-
mented. While the tools do not take the place of “boots on the ground” energy audits, they can efficiently collect, analyze, 
and present energy information to better target opportunities for improvement. This will help reduce energy audit costs, 
improve measure identification, and provide ongoing performance feedback after measures are implemented. Further-
more, a national push to require annual energy performance reports from commercial buildings presents an opportunity 
for commercial building operators to take advantage of these technology advancements now to meet future state and 
jurisdictional requirements.
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For the commercial sector, the project team selected the 
following three virtual energy assessment technologies: 
Department of Energy’s Commercial Building Energy Asset 
Score Tool, New Buildings Institute’s FirstView, and the 
EnergyRM DeltaMeter®. The buildings selected were all in 
the state of Washington, including the Sheraton Hotel in 
downtown Seattle, two commercial office buildings also in 
downtown Seattle, the King County 911 Center in Renton, 
and the Washington State Department of Ecology 
Headquarters in Lacey.
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Commercial Building Energy Asset Score is a voluntary energy rating system 
developed by the Department of Energy (DOE) that evaluates the energy efficiency 
of a building based on physical characteristics, which are independent from 
occupancy and operational systems. The free, web-based tool generates reports 
that identify opportunities for improving energy performance and retains the 
building features entered into its database for future use.

New Buildings Institute’s FirstView extracts targeted energy performance informa-
tion from basic resources like monthly energy bills and building characteristics. 
This online resource produces one-time individual building and portfolio reports 
that disaggregate energy use into end-use categories, thus giving targeted indica-
tions where improvement opportunities may exist. FirstView also compares 
performance against similar buildings and portfolios regionally or nationally.

EnergyRM’s DeltaMeter is a whole-building energy efficiency tool that uses monthly 
energy data to analyze energy performance over the lifetime of a building or 
portfolio of buildings. DeltaMeter presents various views of the data, including the 
view from NBI’s FirstView tool, which was developed as part of DeltaMeter. 
The SBC project only tested the building management metering and dashboard 
functionality.  

Asset Score: What physical building attributes can tell you

Featured technologies for commercial buildings
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What really added to the success of Asset Score’s deploy-
ment for Sheraton was the technical assistance provided 
by DOE on how to use the program. The Sheraton is a 
uniquely-shaped building—a triangular tower—that is not 
currently part of the Asset Score’s tool library, and a 
technical staff member was able to help the hotel find a 
work-around for entering information about the building 
into the program.

Asset Score can complement ENERGY STAR® Portfolio 
Manager® in benchmarking how individual buildings 
perform and identifies potential opportunities for improve-
ment. It incorporates a building’s physical characteristics 
that impact energy use, such as structural materials, 
insulation, window type and size, mechanical systems, 
and lighting. And best of all, it’s free.
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“The DOE Commercial Building Asset Score 
program offers a good start for someone who’s 
just beginning to address their building’s energy 
performance and is looking to find the 
‘low-hanging fruit’ opportunities for improvement. 
It does a good job identifying and assessing 
potential physical improvements to building 
features and systems.”
 Rodney Schauf, Chief Engineer, 
 Sheraton Seattle Hotel



What efficiency opportunities can building operators 
really discover with only monthly energy use data? Given 
that an overwhelming majority of commercial buildings in 
the Pacific Northwest don’t have frequent (e.g., 15-min-
ute) interval data, this is a very common question. And 
the unequivocal answer from the SBC project? A lot.  

Two technologies that adeptly utilize monthly data to find 
efficiency opportunities are New Buildings Institute’s 
FirstView and EnergyRM’s DeltaMeter. 

New Buildings Institute’s FirstView uses robust energy 
modeling which goes beyond simple benchmarking to 
compare each building with the energy use intensity (EUI) 
of similar buildings. Graphical depictions of energy use in 
a building broken down by various systems—heating, 
lighting, etc.—provide a visual picture of how a building is 
performing and bring value to energy professionals 
looking for a fast way to hone in on efficiency 
opportunities for future on-site investigation.  

EnergyRM’s DeltaMeter takes steps beyond FirstView to 
uniquely offer tracking of how specific operational and 
capital changes made to a building—as well as the 
impacts of occupant behavior and changing weath-
er–can affect energy use and expenses. This “virtual 
metering” is monitored by building operators on a graphi-
cally rich, online dashboard. The DeltaMeter interface 
can also produce measurements of ongoing energy 
savings from efficiency improvements that fit existing 
incentive and rebate programs, validating past 
investment decisions.

Free or low-cost basic virtual energy assessment technolo-
gies help commercial building owners access and orga-
nize data, and many of the technologies tested in the SBC 
project rely on these tools in order to operate in their 
intended way. In addition to the Commercial Building Asset 
Score, which was tested as part of the project, ENERGY 
STAR Portfolio Manager and WegoWise were already in 
use by most of the participating buildings, demonstrating 
that they are valuable starting points for all building 
operators.

ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager was the primary source 
of data uploaded into virtual technologies tested in the 
SBC project. Portfolio Manager is the national standard for 
storing utility data and benchmarking building perfor-
mance, and has become the standard for sharing building 
utility data and reporting performance to city and state 
governments to meet energy disclosure requirements. A 
free, accessible online tool developed by the EPA, Portfolio 
Manager houses data online for access from anywhere at 
any time. It not only allows measurement and tracking of 
energy performance in buildings and portfolios, it can also 
benchmark performance by comparing buildings and 
portfolios with those similar to them on a national scale. 
Portfolio Manager also gives building operators a platform 

from which to apply other technologies that can quickly 
focus in on opportunities to improve energy performance 
and track energy savings from changes made. It includes 
a basic set of tools that produce reports and a Statement 
of Energy Performance—a valuable resource when selling 
or leasing a high-performing building.

WegoWise is an affordable, subscription-based program 
for operators of any building type or portfolio to put all 
energy (and water) use data in one place and make it 
accessible from a desktop, laptop, or mobile device. 
WegoWise offers an invaluable feature by automatically 
pulling monthly data directly from online utility accounts 
every month, organizing the data in a visually-appealing 
online platform, and updating your energy (and water) 
data in ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager. For building 
owners, having comprehensive building data at their 
fingertips is a significant time saver.

Once the set-up is complete, the tool can readily bench-
mark performance of a building or buildings against a 
database of similar buildings to help identify where 
energy is being wasted. As changes and improvements 
are made in buildings, the WegoWise ongoing monitoring 
will also allow owners to track savings over time.

Technologies that do more with less data

Other free and low cost options to get started

“When I first saw the reports provided by NBI’s 
FirstView, it became immediately clear to me 
how they could save significant time in the 
upfront analysis of portfolio energy use.”

      

Stephen Kozlen, Optimization Program 
Manager, McKinstry Energy Management 
Services



The SBC technology demonstration and validation project 
clarified what virtual technologies can and cannot do to 
maximize both technical and human resources and 
improve energy efficiency in buildings. While these new 
technologies are not yet a drop-in replacement for in-depth 
site audits, they can save time and 
money upfront by accessing and 
organizing data, conducting initial 
analyses, and identifying where to 
focus next-step energy-saving 
investigations. 

These technologies also provide 
reports that are ideal for engaging 
building staff, occupants and 
financial decision makers in energy 
conservation planning and imple-
mentation. Over time, these new 
technologies will continue to get 
better at proactively managing 
building performance and validating 
the success of energy efficiency 
projects.

For individual buildings and small commercial portfolios, 
using these virtual assessment market-ready technologies 
can jump-start energy efficiency planning and help find 
targeted savings opportunities with little upfront 
investment cost.

 

Technology opens new doors for commercial buildings  

For more information

 www.smartbuildingscenter.org

For guidance on how to identify the 
best virtual energy assessment tools 
for you, please see the Technologies 
Quick Guide on the SBC website, along 
with other project resources including 
a Market Snapshot analysis and case 
studies for multifamily buildings, 
portfolios, and government and other 
public buildings.

DOE Commercial Building Energy 
Asset Score:          
www.buildingenergyscore.energy.gov
NBI FirstView: 
www.newbuildings.org/firstview
EnergyRM: www.en-rm.com/ Reporting and
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